It’s all in the TOUCH

The latest innovation from the world leader in inflation device technology
Since 1987, Merit Medical has been designing and improving inflation devices to meet the need for faster inflation, greater capacity, versatility, and reliability.

**FAST**
The average procedure may require multiple inflations. With deflation speed critical, no one wants to spend more time than necessary turning handles or prepping syringes. The basixTOUCH delivers the speed you need to expand the capacity of your lab.

Quick-release handle for easy release even from high-pressure inflations, accelerating deflation time

Ergonomic handle and new threads ensure that high pressures can be reached rapidly – up to 35 atm with less than 3 rotations of the handle

One-handed preparation
VERSATILE

Today’s clinicians have to be prepared to deliver a wide variety of stents and balloons. The versatility of the basixTOUCH can provide you the extra performance you need.

- 30 mL syringe barrel accommodates additional fluid for large balloons.
- 35 atm pressure capacity allows inflation of high pressure interventional balloons.

ROBUST AND RELIABLE

Busy laboratories cannot afford to have an inflation device fail. With stronger threads, nut, and handle, the basixTOUCH provides expanded capability with the security and confidence in performance that comes from using a Merit product.

*The basixTOUCH – Expanding your capacity with the innovation, quality, and reliability that Merit customers have enjoyed for over 25 years.*
Catalog Number

**IN8130** basixTOUCH inflation device

Packaged 5 per box.

Order the basixTOUCH with your choice of Merit Medical’s market-leading line of hemostasis valves and kit configurations:

- **IN8112** with Access-9™ hemostasis valve, insertion tool and torque device
- **IN8152** with AccessPLUS™ hemostasis valve, insertion tool and torque device
- **IN8302** with Honor® hemostasis valve, insertion tool and torque device
- **IN8403** with MBA™ hemostasis valve, insertion tool and torque device